
1.0  INTRODUCTION
In order to stimulate and support new economic growth in

Nunavut, the multi-disciplinary Committee Bay Project was

initiated during the 2000 field season.  This project focuses on

Archean greenstones of the Prince Albert Group in the Committee

Bay Belt, NE of Baker Lake (Fig. 1), that are thought to have

a high potential for Au, Ni, Zn and platinum group elements

(PGE).  The proposed surficial geology mapping and drift

prospecting survey, in conjunction with geophysical and bedrock

mapping, has the capability to identify new sources of Au, Ni,

Zn and PGE associated with supracrustal sediments, as well as

kimberlite indicator-mineral trails.

Figure 6.  Example of sample strategy for NTS 56K. Ice-movement history and
dynamics combined with the use of geophysical, bedrock and surficial
mapping allows researchers to develop sampling strategies for drift prospecting
(Gold, PGEs, Base Metals, and Kimberlite indicators).  Hatched areas denote
those regions (ranked from 1 to 4) with the highest priority for detailed drift
sampling.  Areas outside these regions will be systematically sampled (lower
resolution) for till geochemistry and kimberlite indicator minerals.

2.0  Determination of Ice-Movement
Sequences (IMS)

Ice-movement indicators such as roches moutonées (Fig. 2),

striae (Fig. 3A), and till flutes/crags-and-tails (Fig. 3B) are

instrumental in the evaluation of multiple ice-movement directions.

1.1  Relevance of Quaternary Geology to
Economic Geology....

Quaternary history, ice dynamics and surficial geology mapping

play a crucial role in the success of any drift prospecting endeavour.

The merit behind this type of information is the increased reliability

it imparts to a researcher attempting to track anomalies to their

source.  Presently, at least four ice-movement directions have been

identified within the Laughland Lake map sheet area, and the

position of the last-glacial-maximum ice divide for the region has been refined.

Quaternary research will continue into the Walker Lake, Arrowsmith River and Ellice

Hills map sheet areas, in an attempt to further advance our knowledge of ice dynamics,

and Quaternary history of the region.

Figure 2.  Roches moutonnées formed from komatiite outcrops protruding
through a till blanket.  Plucked lee surfaces are oriented towards north
(IMS 2 - see below).  Location of photo – NTS 56K, Zone 15, UTM:
0523100 m East, 7365071 m North.

Figure 3.  A.Cross-cutting bi-directional striae sets (IMS
3 and 4) preserved on a positive relief quartz-feldspar
vein.  Location of photo – NTS 56K,  Zone 15,
0466324 m East, 7375570 m North. B.  Aerial
photograph of a position southeast of  Laughland
Lake.  This photograph illustrates the prominent till
flutes and crag-and-tail features oriented parallel to
IMS 4 (i.e., the most recent phase of ice movement).

2.3  Ice-Movement Chronology
Field data collected within the Laughland Lake (NTS: 56K) map area have: 1) refined

the previously mapped distribution and abundance of  glacial sediments, and 2) elucidated

at least four different episodes of ice movement. Three of the ice-movement indicator

sequences (IMS) are related to LGM and post-LGM events (Figure 5); one event is

interpreted to be associated with a pre-LGM event.

Figure 4.  A. Rose diagrams compiling all bi-direction (left)
and uni-directional (right) ice-movement indicators.  B.
Generalized ice-movement sequence for the Laughland
Lake data set.  Sequences are numbered from 1 (oldest)
to 4 (youngest; c.f. McMartin and Henderson 1999).
These interpretations are based on discreet ice-movement
indicators (corrected for declination) in addition to the
rose-diagram compilations.

2.2  Data Compilation and Presentation
Field data (e.g., Figs. 2 & 3) are collected and complied

for interpretation.  Four ice-movement directions were identified

within NTS 56K (IMS1 through 4); a transitional phase between

IMS 3 and 4 was also interpreted from the directional data.

Figure 4 represents the data compilation from NTS 56K.

Fig. 1 of Little 2001 (Current Research)

Fig. 3A, B of Little 2001 (Current Research)

Fig. 4 of Little 2001 (Current Research)

Fig. 4 of Little 2001 (Current Research)

Fig. 2 of Sandeman et al. 2001 (Current Research)

3.0  Strategic Sampling
Methodology

To ensure all aspects of mineral exploration

are examined in the region, the geochemistry and

mineralogy of glacial sediments will be

documented over a 300 km long segment of the

belt (56J,K,O, and P), in the same area where the

multi-disciplinary geoscience TGI Project was

initiated in 2000.  The proposed drift prospecting

survey (Fig. 6), in conjunction with geophysical,

bedrock and surficial mapping, has the capability

of identifying new sources of Au, Ni, Zn and

PGE associated with the supracrustal rocks of the

Prince Albert Group.  The geochemical survey

of the Committee Bay project will greatly enhance

the geoscience knowledge base available to

industry clients, and generate interest in the

Committee Bay area by making mineral

exploration in this region of Nunavut more

accessible (i.e reduced reconnaissance survey

costs), thereby addressing the topmost priority of

the Nunavut Government:  to promote sustainable

development in this area.

Figure 5.  General ice-movement sequence diagrams for NTS: 56K (Laughland Lake;
for larger diagram see figure 2) and 65I, 55L, 55M, 55N.  From these data sets,
northern limits can be placed on the ice divides relating to ice-movement sequence
(IMS) 2, 3, and 4.  Also, IMS 1 in 56K, 55L, 55M, 55N suggest the presence of
a pre-LGM ice divide northeast of both study areas.  Uncertainties with respect
to the positioning of the “early deglacial ice divide” may reflect complexities in
ice dynamics and associated ice divide morphology during the initial deglacial
ice disequilibrium; future data collection may elucidate this problem.

All ice divide representations are approximate.  General ice-movement sequence diagrams for 65I, 55L, 55M, and 55N (Fig. 5) were modified
after McMartin and Henderson (1999).
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Figure 1.  Location map showing the entire Committee Bay study area and
the related Rankin Inlet study area.  The focus of the 2000 field season
was the NTS 56K map sheet area.
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Synvolcanic intrusions (gabbro
through tonalite and granite)

Komatiites (spinifex and/or cumulate
textured with ultramafic schist)

Mafic volcanic rocks (massive,
rarely pillowed)

Felsic volcanic rocks (volcaniclastic
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Iron Formation (silicate, oxide and
rare sulphide facies)
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Semipelitic paragneiss (diatexites
with peraluminous granite lenses)
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granite+monzogranite)

PRINCE ALBERT GROUP
(undivided, including semipelite,
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WALKER LAKE INTRUSIVE
COMPLEX (foliated augen granite-
granodiorite cut by unfoliated
monzogranite)

LAUGHLAND LAKE
ANORTHOSITE SUITE
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CENTRAL TONALITE (VTT: unfoliated
biotite+/-hornblende tonalite)

PROTEROZOIC

HUDSON MONZOGRANITE
(biotite+magnetite+/-fluorite
monzogranite)

Quartzite (cm-dm scale bedded,
locally fuchsitic)


